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The Problem is This:
92% of senior executives described 

the drive for innovation as the trend 
having the most important impact 
on their organizational strategy for 

the next five years.

Source: Boundary Spanning Leadership Mission Critical Perspectives from the 

Executive Suite (2009). Jeffrey Yip, Chris Ernst, and Michael Campbell





But many in public administration 
leadership are not familiar with the 

innovation process, and how to lead it.



What does the innovative, 
entrepreneurial leadership journey 

look like in GOVERNMENT?



How can YOU be better prepared to 

lead major change…

advocate for and implement new 

ideas, and steadily build your legacy 

as an inspiring, innovative leader?



Three key skills especially important for 

women leading innovation and change in 

government.



Why is entrepreneurial leadership 
(intrapreneurship) essential in 

government? 

These answers won’t surprise you…

1. Limited resources; public-private partnerships are essential.

2. Decentralization of ideas – a networked, community-centered innovation 

model going beyond departments and units, including all ranks.  Unit leaders 
must work together.

3. Employee engagement; empowering the Front Lines to serve.

4. User-driven innovation – it’s all about the customer. Customer feedback, 

continuous improvement and interdisciplinary solutions.

5. Digital generation – information in multiple contexts and on-demand.









Modern Entrepreneurial theories say 
that “Entrepreneurial Government” 
should be…

Catalytic

Community-Owned  

Competitive

Mission-Driven  

Result-Oriented 

Customer-Driven  

Enterprising 

Anticipatory  

Decentralized 

Market-Oriented 

Osborne, David, and Ted Gaebler. 1992. Reinventing Government: How the 

Entrepreneurial Spirit Is Transforming the Public Sector. Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley.



Innovation in government

is not an option.



4 key differences between

innovation leadership and
operations leadership

1. Innovation is ambiguous. 

2. Innovation is high profile. 

3. Innovation is risky.

4. Innovation means moving into 

unchartered territory.

Source:  Michael T. Mitchell, Center for Creative Leadership, 2017.







Innovation Brings 
Change.

Why is 
Change 

SO 
HARD?



Social Dynamics:  Change

• Change is a constant force.

• Change requires creating a new system and 
then institutionalizing new approaches.

• Change alters power relationships, 
undermines existing agreements and pacts.

• Resistance is likely to occur when change 
is seen as a threat to norms or when 
change creates a conflict in loyalties.

• Lack of information sets the stage for fear. 



Change generates
four types of issues

1. First, change affects individuals’ ability to feel 

effective, valued, and in control. 

2. Second, change disrupts existing patterns of roles 

and relationships, producing confusion and 

uncertainty.

3. Third, change creates conflict between winners and 

losers. 

4. Fourth, change creates loss of meaning for recipients 

of change rather than the owners of the change. 

While involvement in the discussion helps to facilitate the 
acceptance of change, leaders cannot ignore an organization’s 
culture nor underestimate the norms and systems that enable 
resistance to block meaningful and sustainable change. 



Six Qualities of Innovative Leadership 
in Public Administration

1. Inclusive Leadership:  Visionary, inclusive, proactive, and 
organization centered, rather than leader centered.

2. Relentless Creativity:  New ways of undertaking 
everyday activities.

3. Extensive Internal Collaboration

4. Robust External Partnerships

5. Authentic Community Connections

6. Reality Focused, Results Driven

* The Alliance for Innovation and Arizona State University, School of Public Affairs, developed Six 
Qualities of Innovation (2012), based on hundreds of case study reviews of local governments across the 
U.S. and Canada.





The process of innovation:
From concept to commercialization



Step 1:  Generating and Mobilizing IDEAS aligned with 
your strategic and annual business plans.

Incremental, or Radical
Customer-Centered 
Problem-Centered

Facilitative – Idea nurturing and listening
Promoting the Flow of Ideas
Quantity over Quality at this stage
Trust



Step 2:  Advocacy and Screening.
Acting on, and supporting good ideas.
Effective screening.
Idea advocate, effectively communicating the value of an idea.
Vetting process… internal work groups, external “customer” groups.
Assessing costs, benefits, impacts, risks.

Many government organizations don’t have a process for advocating and screening 
ideas. 



Step 3:  Experimentation.
Could be a pilot program to test concepts, refine the idea.
Goal:  An opportunity to learn, to de-risk.
Goal:  Accelerate success… or fail fast!



Step 4:  Commercialization or “scale-up.”
The idea must be “priced, packaged, and promoted” if it is to 
be willingly adopted.
Creating a guiding, cross-functional team is critical.
Ideas must be packaged into a product or service, with a 
target market or audience in mind. Money, staff and 
resources must be allocated to support the new idea.



Step 5:  Institutionalizing / 
Implementation.

Letting the ORGANIZATION drive and adopt the great idea.

Creating a network of believers. Taking a community 
approach to building the resources, cross-functional support 
and measurement.



https://www.phoenix.gov/phxtv/phxtv-media/video/5274

https://www.phoenix.gov/phxtv/phxtv-media/video/5274


An interview with…



Personal 

Reflection and 

Conversation



Which of these 
“Six Qualities of Innovative Leadership” 

would you like to develop?
How will go begin doing this?

1. Inclusive Leadership:  Visionary, inclusive, proactive, and 
organization centered, rather than leader-centered.

2. Relentless Creativity:  New ways of undertaking 
everyday activities.

3. Extensive Internal Collaboration

4. Robust External Partnerships

5. Authentic Community Connections

6. Reality-Focused, Results-Driven

* The Alliance for Innovation and Arizona State University, School of Public Affairs, developed Six 
Qualities of Innovation (2012), based on hundreds of case study reviews of local governments across the 
U.S. and Canada.





Kotter, John P. Kotter (1996). Leading Change. Harvard Business School Press: Boston, MA.

Leading Change: Why Transformation Efforts FAIL



Source: Accelerate (2014) John Kotter.



Three key skills especially important 
for women leading innovation and 

change in government

Establishing Urgency:  Communicating 
Compelling Vision and Context with Power

Boundary Spanning and Coalition Building

Scaling up innovation (institutionalize) by 
effective use of metrics and data.



Lea Deesing, Chief Innovation 
Officer for City of Riverside, CA

Government IT leadership requires 

much more than management. 

“It involves having an in-depth 

understanding of the government 

technology field, conveying a passionate 

drive to lead the organization to success, 

serving as an advocate for city-wide 

technology projects, committing to 

success, following through to drive 

change, building trust between the 

department and project stakeholders, and 

then publicizing successes.”



Lea Deesing, Chief Innovation 
Officer for City of Riverside, CA

“Publicity is critical to building 

departmental credibility. 

Some IT leaders want to stay under the 

radar and avoid publicity at any cost.

I believe the modern CIO must drive 

their team to success, then let the 

world know about it. This helps build a 

trusted relationship between the 

department, the organization and the 

community.”



1. 
Establishing 

Urgency:  
Communicating 

Compelling 
Vision and 

Context with 
Power



Be interesting and understandable!

Making BOLD statements, using:
Data and specific examples
Analogies
Rhetorical questions for emphasis
Absolutes 
Appropriate humor

Establishing Urgency:  Communicating 
Compelling Vision and Context with Power



Establishing Urgency:
Speaking in Soundbites





There are many ways to establish urgency
through sharing powerful messages

through soundbites.



Powerful soundbites 

help us OWN our 

messages more 

effectively.



2. Boundary Spanning and Coalition

Building within the Government Context

Source: Accelerate (2014) John Kotter.



Boundary Spanning and Coalition 
Building



Greatest challenges as ranked by executives:

1.Horizontal  

2. Geographic

3. Demographic

4. Stakeholder 

5. Vertical 





Growing Your 
Boundary-Spanning 

Skills



The most important 
characteristic of an 
effective boundary-
spanning leader:  
CREDIBILITY

Credibility = 
Character + 
Competence



Becoming an Effective Boundary 
Spanner: Ten Ways to Build Credibility

1. Share accurate information.
2. Set aside time to get to know people.
3. Take a personal interest.
4. Be an excellent listener.
5. Model openness: Use appropriate self disclosure.
6. Honor commitments.
7. Build the partnership in stages.  Take small steps.
8. Offer help during a crisis.
9. Engage in learning together.
10. Earn trust by sharing credit, keeping confidences, 

and being trustworthy.

Source: Linden, R. (2010). Leading across boundaries. San Francisco, CA Jossey Bass.) 



3. Scaling up 

innovation
(institutionalizing / 

implementing)
by effective use of 
metrics and data.

PS – this supports creating urgency and logic!



Tools can help you
track, communicate, and celebrate wins



Leadership Map

Vision

The XXXX

grows and 

inspires a 

community of 

innovators to 

advance local 

government.

Mission

Core 

Business

Values

The Alliance’s 
Pillars 

For
Success

Annual Goals 

Exceptional 

Member Service

Innovative 

Leadership/ New 

Knowledge

Financial 

Stability

1. Programs/ 

Services & New 

Opportunities

2. Financial Strength

3. Business Ops & 

Employee 

Effectiveness / 

Internal Culture

4.  Marketing/ 

Branding & 

Community 

Outreach

The XXXX is a 

catalyst for 

vibrant 

communities 

through local 

government 

innovation.
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Tracking dashboard customized
for systematic reporting



Seeking customer / constituent advice, 
listening, and acting upon feedback.











Personal Reflection

Which of these 

key skills is 

your 

strongest?

Where do you 

see the most 

opportunity for 

your own skill 

building?



Thank You!

Carol A. Poore, Ph.D., MBA
President, Poore & Associates

CarolPoore.com and cpoore5@cox.net

Let me know if you’d like to participate in my ASU School of 
Public Affairs public administration class panels spotlighting 
Leadership for Change (Fall, 2018) or Community 
Development in Public Administration (Spring, 2019)!

Share your business card at the end of this session.


